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VSL 07 P & VS 98 S

Details and illustrations should be considered to be approximate. The products illustrated sometimes include special equipment which is not part of the standard version. We reserve the right to make technical and design changes.
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Pre-Pruner

More than 20 years experience with
Pre-Pruners mean unbeatable value
for you: Binger offers you two different Pre-Pruner models, VSL 07 P
and VS 98 S, and numerous options
– the right choice for every application.

Binger Pre-Pruner VSL 07 P
The VSL 07 P is the lightest model in the Binger range
of Pre-Pruners. Counter-rotating shearing discs cut
the vines at the desired height. The exposed shearing
discs allow vines to be cut back even before the leaves have fallen without the risk of leaves blocking the
pruner.
There is a separate hydraulic motor for each of the
cylinders that carry the shearing discs. When driving
into a row, or on reaching a post, pressing a button
opens the cylinders.
Three frame sizes permit nine different cutting
lengths between 21 and 105 centimetres. This ensures
optimum adaptation of the machine to an existing vineyard.

Binger Pre-Pruner VS 98 S
Adjusting to a different cutting length takes very little
time. The VSL07 P is therefore just as suitable for cordon-trained as for cane-pruned vines.
Its low weight makes the VSL07 P suitable also for
use on steep slopes and in difficult terrain.
Standard equipment:
 Frame with cutting elements
 Hydraulic controls
 Trigger to open the unit manually at a post (opens
the cutting elements about 30 cm)
 Guards and protective equipment

Model VS 98 S is ideally suited for use where there
is very vigorous canopy growth. To protect the wire
trellis, the saw blades are surrounded by a screen and
arranged on one side only. The offset pressure discs
guide vine canes continually to the saw blades. The
hydraulic drive for the saw blades can cope with substantial cane thicknesses. A clean cut is guaranteed
even with dense foliage.

Options:
 Machine equipped with saws
(e.g. for cordon-trained vines)
 Automatique Opening AOS
 Storage frame VSL 07

Operator panel AOS

Standard equipment:
 Speed of screens adjustable from driver‘s seat
 Trigger to open the unit manually at a post

The speed of rotation of the pressure discs and screen
is adjustable so that pruning can be adapted to the
running speed.
The VS 98 S is available in a range of cutting lengths
from 18 cm to 81 cm, and with 9 or 12 cm saw spacing. Optionally, a larger frame can be supplied with
20 centimetres additional clearance above the saws.

Options:
 Automatique Opening AOS
 Storage Frame VS 98

